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Abstract Signatures of ocean eddies, fronts, and filaments are commonly observed within marginal ice
zones (MIZs) from satellite images of sea ice concentration, and in situ observations via ice-tethered profilers
or underice gliders. However, localized and intermittent sea ice heating and advection by ocean eddies are
currently not accounted for in climate models and may contribute to their biases and errors in sea ice fore-
casts. Here, we explore mechanical sea ice interactions with underlying submesoscale ocean turbulence. We
demonstrate that the release of potential energy stored in meltwater fronts can lead to energetic submeso-
scale motions along MIZs with spatial scales O(10 km) and Rossby numbers O(1). In low-wind conditions,
cyclonic eddies and filaments efficiently trap the sea ice and advect it over warmer surface ocean waters
where it can effectively melt. The horizontal eddy diffusivity of sea ice mass and heat across the MIZ can
reach O(200 m2 s21). Submesoscale ocean variability also induces large vertical velocities (order 10 m d21)
that can bring relatively warm subsurface waters into the mixed layer. The ocean-sea ice heat fluxes are
localized over cyclonic eddies and filaments reaching about 100 W m22. We speculate that these
submesoscale-driven intermittent fluxes of heat and sea ice can contribute to the seasonal evolution of
MIZs. With the continuing global warming and sea ice thickness reduction in the Arctic Ocean, submeso-
scale sea ice-ocean processes are expected to become increasingly prominent.

1. Introduction

Sea ice cover affects ocean-atmosphere heat fluxes through its dramatic influence on albedo as well as on
latent and sensible heat fluxes. Consequently, weather and long-term climate predictions rely significantly
on the ability to predict the evolution of bulk sea ice characteristics. As a result of continuing global warm-
ing with strong Arctic amplification (Serreze & Barry, 2011), Arctic sea ice properties have dramatically
shifted toward smaller thicknesses, lower concentrations, and expanded ice-free regions (Kwok & Rothrock,
2009; Kwok & Untersteiner, 2011; Meier et al., 2007; Serreze & Stroeve, 2015; Stroeve et al., 2012). Addition-
ally, the width of summer marginal ice zones (MIZs)—areas near lateral edges of sea ice extent that have
the largest ocean-atmosphere-ice feedbacks—has increased by about 40% over the past few decades
(Strong & Rigor, 2013).

Long-term sea ice predictions, e.g., by models participating in the fifth phase of the Coupled Model Inter-
comparison Project (Taylor et al., 2012), are in significant disagreement between each other (Overland &
Wang, 2013; Turner et al., 2013). Seasonal to interannual sea ice predictions are also not robust, with the
largest errors concentrated in MIZs (Tietsche et al., 2014). The models are unable to make accurate predic-
tions of sea ice extent for more than several months in advance (Day et al., 2014; Stroeve et al., 2014). The
lack of skill in sea ice predictions is, in part, related to the intrinsic stochastic nature of sea ice (Agarwal
et al., 2012; Moon & Wettlaufer, 2017) and positive feedbacks in the ocean-ice system (Moon & Wettlaufer,
2011, 2014) as well as to uncertainties in cloud radiative forcing (English et al., 2015; Karlsson & Svensson,
2013). Nonetheless, a majority of models tend to overestimate the sea ice extent (Stroeve et al., 2012), which
may imply a model bias due to a misrepresentation of certain processes that transport heat toward the sea
ice.

Indeed, ice-mass buoy observations demonstrate that in areas of dramatic sea ice loss, the role of ocean
heat flux in sea ice melt has been increasing over the past few decades (Carmack et al., 2015; Polyakov
et al., 2017). Part of this response is related to a lengthening of the melt period and increased ocean heat
storage due to warmer surface temperatures (Stroeve et al., 2014) and increased solar heating (Perovich
et al., 2007). The reduced Arctic sea ice concentrations lead to a more mobile response to atmospheric
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winds that increases coupling with the upper ocean and enhances sea ice heating by the Pacific Summer
Water (Shimada et al., 2006). Gaining a physical understanding of the processes responsible for extracting
heat from the upper ocean requires further investigation.

Because MIZs are regions with dramatic lateral gradients in mixed layer salinity and temperature (e.g., Lu
et al., 2015), upper ocean eddies are expected to be prominent there, potentially playing a key role by alter-
ing mechanical and thermodynamic sea ice forcing. Strong lateral buoyancy gradients of MIZs facilitate the
development of not only mesoscale instabilities but also mixed-layer instabilities that can energize subme-
soscale variability. Here we refer to submesoscale ocean variability as flows associated with relatively high
Rossby numbers, Ro � Oð1Þ (compared to mesoscale eddies for which Ro � Oð0:1Þ). Submesoscale ocean
variability is a major component of physical and biological ocean dynamics, characterized by an intense
and localized vertical velocity field, narrow fronts and filaments, and enhanced internal wave activity (Boc-
caletti et al., 2007; Brannigan, 2016; D’Asaro, 1988; Fox-Kemper et al., 2008; Klein & Lapeyre, 2009; L�evy
et al., 2012; McWilliams, 1985, 2016; Thompson et al., 2008, 2016).

Signatures of ocean eddies at sea ice margins are indeed evident from satellite imagery as a convoluted ice
edge structure with length scales comparable to the oceanic deformation radii (Figure 1). An example from
the Beaufort Gyre (Figure 1a) of satellite-derived sea ice concentrations (using Modis/Aqua reflectance data)
from September 2016 shows a structure consistent with oceanic eddy variability. The characteristic spatial
scales of 10–50 km and persistence times of several days point to coupled dynamics with ocean eddies. A
similar example is presented from the Labrador Current (Figure 1b) and Fram Strait (Figure 1c), where satel-
lite imagery suggests that sea ice can be localized in small-scale eddies, filaments, fronts, and wave-like pat-
terns. Although in situ observations are limited, oceanic temperature and salinity structures do suggest the
existence of enhanced ocean variability in the vicinity of the MIZ. Underice hydrographic properties from
Ice-Tethered Profiler #77 (ITP 77) (http://www.whoi.edu/itp; Krishfield et al., 2008; Toole et al., 2011), which
was deployed in the Arctic Ocean and drifted into the Beaufort Gyre MIZ in 2014, is presented in Figure 1d.
From the middle of May until the middle of September, the sea ice floe (to which the instrument was
attached) experienced dramatic melting and entered the Beaufort Gyre MIZ (see the Ice-Ocean data from
the ONR MIZ program). Accompanying this melt was an enhancement of ocean variability (compared to the
spring season) that was manifested via large vertical isopycnal excursions, signatures of eddies in the halo-
cline layer, and by enhanced buoyancy variance in the mixed layer (Figure 1d). For ITP 77, Gallaher et al.
(2016) report that thermal heterogeneities in the upper ocean lead to intermittent ocean-sea ice heat fluxes
reaching magnitudes of O(100–200 W m22) well away from the ice edge and towards the packed sea ice.

Previous studies have indicated the importance of ocean eddies in MIZs for sea ice and tracer transport as
well as for physical-biological interactions (Johannessen et al., 1987a, 1987b; Niebauer & Smith, 1989; Smith
& Bird, 1991). Niebauer (1982) argued that the ocean evolution in the presence of melt water fronts and ice-
edge upwelling is related to commonly observed high oceanic primary production at the ice edge. Using a
coupled ocean and free-drift sea ice model, H€akkinen (1986) explored eddy formation due to wind-driven
upwelling/downwelling generated due to a dramatic difference between air-ice and air-water momentum
input at MIZs. Downwelling jets were found to be more unstable than upwelling jets with wind reversals
necessary for separation of eddies from the ice edge. A more recent study by Lu et al. (2015) showed that
instabilities solely due to lateral buoyancy gradients across meltwater fronts could lead to a formation of
ocean eddies that induce lateral mixing of heat. Horvat et al. (2016) suggested that the thermodynamic
growth/melt of sea ice can depend on the sea ice floe size because of the interactions with ocean eddies. A
common message among these studies of ice-edge dynamics is that horizontal buoyancy gradients (either
upwelling or melt-driven) can energize strong ocean currents and eddies via baroclinic instabilities. Yet, the
above studies did not focus on explaining mechanical coupling of localized and energetic submesoscale
eddies with the mobile sea ice.

Here, we propose and quantitatively explore the hypothesis that sea ice mechanics and thermodynamics in
MIZs, on relatively small length scales, are significantly affected by the presence of submesoscale ocean var-
iability. In particular, we focus on quantifying the mechanisms of coupling between the sea ice and subme-
soscale ocean variability on relatively short-time scales (days–weeks) as well as on discussing the
implications for the sea ice transport across MIZs and the distribution of ocean-ice heat fluxes. Focusing on
submesoscale-sea ice interactions, we consider instabilities of an ice-edge jet that can arise due to horizon-
tal mixed layer buoyancy gradients (melt water fronts) or wind-driven upwelling/downwelling.
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Figure 1. Examples of the MIZs displaying signatures of small scale ocean eddies. (a–c) The Aqua/MODIS corrected reflectance images (worldview.earthdata.nasa.-
gov) corresponding, respectively, to the Beaufort Gyre MIZ on 9 July 2014, Labrador current of the cost of Labrador (Canada) on 27 April 2016, and Fram Strait on
9 March 2016. Labels denote latitude/longitude and a grid spacing is about 100 km. (d) Ocean hydrography as measured by the ITP 77 (www.whoi.edu/itp),
located in the Beaufort Gyre MIZ during year 2014. Colors represent temperature and green contours represent density spaced by 1 kg m23. Inset shows the ITP
track, sea ice concentration map, and 1 km bathymetry contours.
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Addressing such a problem presents a challenge because most models treat sea ice as a continuous fluid
with rheology that is appropriate for scales large enough to assume statistical equilibrium for mechanical
deformation processes (Girard et al., 2011; Hibler, 1979). At length scales of 1–100 km (mesoscales and sub-
mesoscales for the Arctic Ocean), individual ice floes can be comparable to the grid size, which questions
the validity of sea ice representation as a continuous media. Nonetheless, high-resolution ocean modeling
is necessary as eddy-resolving models better represent many of the important physical processes in the
ocean including transport of tracers such as heat, salt, carbon, and nutrients. Here, we explore the coupled
sea ice-ocean dynamics at characteristic length scales of O(10 km) explicitly assuming that the sea ice floes
in MIZs during melting seasons are sufficiently small so as not to affect the continuous assumption.
Throughout the paper, we comment on the role of rheology and how an alternative formulation might
quantitatively change the results.

In section 2, we present the configuration of an idealized ocean-sea ice model that allows for the formation
of ocean eddies through a release of APE stored in the mixed layer. In section 3, we describe the generation
of instabilities and the motion of sea ice. In section 4, we explore dynamical ice-eddy interactions and the
role of cyclone-anticyclone asymmetry in creating localized sea ice patches. In section 5, we quantify the
magnitudes of vertical velocities associated with ocean variability and assess their impact on ocean-sea ice
heat fluxes. In section 6, we explore the sea ice transport across fronts and calculate effective sea ice mass
diffusivity. The sensitivity of results to model parameters is discussed in section 7. We conclude and discuss
implications in section 8.

2. Methodology

2.1. Experimental Philosophy
Dynamics of MIZs are complicated due to a range of interacting processes among which are the small-scale
turbulence within the ice-ocean and atmosphere-ocean boundary layers resulting in momentum and heat
transport, wind-driven Ekman upwelling/downwelling, buoyancy fluxes from atmospheric heating and
phase transitions at the ice-ocean interface, melt water fronts, and surface wave dynamics. Gaining insights
into the dynamics of all these processes, simultaneously occurring on a wide range of scales, is challenging.
Here, we focus on the mechanisms of sea ice-ocean interactions at submesoscales–dynamics that we
expect to be prevalent in MIZs year-round, regardless of particular details of the forcing that generated sub-
mesoscale ocean variability in the first place. Therefore, we constrain our experimental design to the sim-
plest case of sea ice-ocean evolution driven by mixed layer instabilities of ice-edge melt water fronts.

Several processes can lead to the formation of sharp melt-water fronts commonly observed near ice edges.
These include wind-driven Ekman pumping at the ice-edge boundary, narrow jet formation via mixed layer
instabilities of large-scale lateral salinity gradients, and interactions between wind-driven gravity waves
with the ice edge. This study, however, is focused on understanding the underlying mechanisms of sea ice
interactions with submesoscale turbulence and hence does not aim to represent processes that lead to
frontal formation. The idealized simulations to be considered here initialize the MIZ as a localized sharp
front that over short-time scales forms eddies and diffuses laterally over a much larger distance than its ini-
tial width. By short-time scales, we imply daily or weekly, for which thermodynamic forcing can be
neglected because of the dominant role of eddy advection in a background MIZ state with strong lateral
gradients.

In the following suite of idealized experiments, we make two substantial simplifications: we do not include
the impact of atmospheric winds and thermodynamic sea ice growth/melt. As a result, the dynamics are
purely driven by mixed layer gradients of buoyancy, which are known to become unstable and energize
submesoscale ocean variability. The buoyancy gradients across the MIZ are driven by the sea ice melt which
occurs on large scales because the melt from individual ice floes is spread over a much larger area (com-
pared to floe area) due to the sea ice drift. However, since we are exploring short-time scale MIZ dynamics
with the sea ice thermodynamics disabled, the sea ice can only be advected by ocean currents conserving
its total volume. In addition, the wind-driven Ekman upwelling/downwelling can displace isopycnals
throughout the water column and energize mesoscale eddies of first baroclinic mode—a process that we
also exclude in our simulations. Understanding MIZ evolution on longer-time scales (e.g., seasonal) requires
a more realistic surface forcing including winds and sea ice thermodynamics.
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2.2. Model Configuration
We use a high-resolution ice-ocean model (MITgcm) in its Boussinesq hydrostatic configuration. (Losch
et al., 2010; Marshall et al., 1997). The horizontal and vertical resolutions are 0.5 km and 2 m, respectively,
chosen to resolve oceanic instabilities arising from horizontal gradients in mixed layer salinity across the
MIZ. The vertical resolution increases with depth, up to 50 m at the bottom of the 400 m-deep domain. The
model domain is a periodic channel aligned along the MIZ with free-slip boundary conditions in the cross-
front direction as well as at the bottom. Since at near-freezing temperatures the thermal expansion coeffi-
cient is much smaller than the haline contraction coefficient (bS51023), we consider the ocean density to
be controlled by its salinity (linear equation of state) with the temperature acting as a passive tracer. This
approximation is also justified because of large salinity gradients across MIZs.

The MITgcm equations of motion of sea ice (Losch et al., 2010) are based on its representation as a continu-
ous media:

m
@ui

@t
52mf k3ui1s2mr/ð0Þ1r � r; (1)

@m
@t

52r � ðuimÞ; (2)

@c
@t

52r � ðuicÞ; (3)

where the index i stands for the ice variables, m5c h is the volume of ice per unit area (c is sea ice concen-
tration and h is the mean thickness), u is the horizontal sea ice velocity, f is the Coriolis parameter, s is the
ice-ocean stress, /ð0Þ5gg1mg=q0 is the sea surface height potential in response to ocean dynamics and
ice loading, and r is the stress tensor representing sea ice rheology (Hibler, 1979). Note that the nonlinear
sea ice momentum advection represents a minor contribution in equation (1) and is neglected in the
MITgcm sea ice package (Losch et al., 2010).

The driving mechanism for the sea ice motions in our simulations is the ice-ocean stress associated with dif-
ferences in the speeds between the ice and the upper ocean circulation. The ice-ocean stress in equation
(1) is parameterized as

s5cq0Cdðuo2uiÞjuo2ui j; (4)

where uo is the near-surface ocean current, Cd55:631023 is a constant drag coefficient that, in general, can
vary dramatically depending on sea ice characteristics (Cole et al., 2014). For simplicity, we consider it to be
constant, consistent with ECCO2 or SOSE (ECCO2: Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean,
Phase II, Menemenlis et al., 2008; SOSE: Southern Ocean State Estimate, Mazloff et al., 2010) models that
underwent a process of data assimilation estimating the best parameters to represent sea ice observations.
For a fully developed Ekman spiral, the turning angle for the ocean stress is expected to be relatively small,
about 58 for a 5 m deep surface ocean grid box (Taylor & Sarkar, 2008). Additionally, it is reasonable to
assume that the Ekman spiral below the moving sea ice is not fully developed for highly transient sea ice
motions over strong ocean eddies in MIZ. Thus, the turning angle between the surface ocean velocity and
the sea ice velocity is chosen to be zero in our simulations. Note that the stress needs to be scaled with the
sea ice concentration because equation (1) represents grid box-averaged sea ice dynamics and hence all
forces and accelerations also need to be grid box-averaged. (Not scaling oceanic and atmospheric stresses
exerted on the ice with its concentration is a common mistake seen in scientific literature and its
consequences are discussed in Connolley et al. (2004). Current version of the MITgcm (c66j) also defaults to
an incorrect expression, but does include an option to scale the stress by the concentration (SEAICEscale-
SurfStress5.TRUE.) which we have used.).

The SEAICE package in the MITgcm implements Viscous-Plastic (VP) sea ice rheology (Hibler, 1979; Zhang &
Hibler, 1997). At high-resolutions (including the 0.5 km used here), formulating the sea ice model via contin-
uous VP equations may not be accurate because some ice floes in MIZ can be of the order of 1 km or larger.
A formulation of a continuous high-resolution sea ice model remains an open challenge. Here we consider
MIZ dynamics during the melting season where the sea ice floes are observed to be of relatively small sizes,
and the ice is loosely packed (Toyota et al., 2006, 2011). In such conditions, the sea ice rheology should not
qualitatively affect sea ice advection by ocean eddies. However, throughout the paper, we discuss how
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rheology can affect quantitative results. This idealized model configuration is meant to provide insight into
the dynamical interactions between submesoscale and mesoscale eddies and a loosely packed sea ice typi-
cally observed in the vicinity of melting MIZs.

2.3. MIZ Initialization in a Model
We initialize our idealized model with typical ice-ocean conditions observed at MIZs. In particular, we are
interested in simulating ocean dynamics during the melt season characterized by horizontal salinity and
mixed layer depth gradients across the MIZ (e.g., Gallaher et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2016). The structure of the
initial conditions is shown schematically in Figure 2. We define the depths of the fresher shallower mixed
layer as Hm and a denser deeper mixed layer as Hd, the salinity difference across the mixed layer as DS, and
vertical and lateral temperature differences between the layers as DT . Temperature and salinity profiles
below the mixed layer are taken as the average of the ITP 77 observations.

The sea ice in MIZs can be either located over the fresher side of the front (Figures 2a and 2b) as in the Lab-
rador Current and Fram Strait or over the saltier and deeper side (Figures 2c and 2d) as in the Beaufort Gyre
(Lee et al., 2016). We performed simulations of both of these MIZ configurations and found them to be qual-
itatively similar. For consistency with the ITP 77 hydrography, we choose our control simulation to corre-
spond to the Beaufort Gyre conditions. Sea ice concentration and thickness transition from c0550% and
h052 m at the ‘‘northern’’ side of the computational domain toward zero in the open ocean at the ‘‘south-
ern’’ side:

ðc; hÞ5ðc0; h0Þ
1
2

1
1
2

tanh
y
Lf

� �� �
: (5)

Note that the concentration c and the volume hc are both advected by the same sea ice velocity (equations
(1)–(3)), and since their initial and boundary conditions have the same functional form, the sea ice thickness
h (the ratio of the two fields) remains constant throughout the simulations.

As the sea ice transitions to higher concentrations, its internal stresses start to dominate the dynamics, and
mechanical coupling with submesoscale ocean eddies dramatically diminishes. Satellite observations of the
Arctic MIZs suggest that the sea ice concentration transitions between 15% and 80% over a distance of

Figure 2. Initial conditions for the coupled sea ice-ocean simulations of a MIZ. (a) Sea ice concentration, c, plotted as a
function of cross-frontal distance representing a gradual transition from the ice-free ocean towards a partially ice-covered
ocean. (b) Initial ocean stratification initializing a melt-water front with freshwater mixed layer depth, Hm, and saltier
deeper mixed layer of depth Hd. Green curves are isohalines with 0.125 intervals; the bulk horizontal salinity difference is
1.2 and the stratification below the mixed layer matches averaged ITP 77 hydrography. This idealized configuration aims
to represent MIZs of e.g., Fram Strait or Labrador Current. (c and d) A frontal configuration with the sea ice located over
the saltier ocean mixed layer corresponding to conditions representative of the Beaufort Gyre MIZ in 2014 (Lee et al.,
2016).
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about 100–150 km (Strong & Rigor, 2013). However, here we only consider the sea ice below 50% concen-
tration initially, because we restrict our modeling domain to representing dynamics in a narrow vicinity of
MIZs.

The width Lf of the sea ice transition corresponds to the initial width of the ocean front. We choose this
width to be of the order of the bulk mixed layer deformation radius 2Lf 510 km, emphasizing that the effec-
tive frontal width will grow with the development of ocean instabilities.

The ONR-funded MIZ program collected in situ ocean observation demonstrating that lateral buoyancy gra-
dients are ubiquitous features of MIZs (Lee et al., 2016). They report a characteristic bulk salinity difference
of about 1–2, and a temperature difference of about 58C across the 50–100 km MIZ; this corresponds to a
characteristic range of large-scale lateral buoyancy gradient of ð124Þ31027 s22. The ITP 77 that sampled
MIZ of the Beaufort Gyre (discussed in section 1, Figure 1) indeed shows submesoscale activity in the early
spring and summer when sea ice melts. The vertical velocities can be estimated from the near-adiabatic iso-
pycnal displacements below the mixed layer; their magnitudes are about 10–30 m d21.

Since we solve an initial value problem, it is important to justify here the appropriate range of parameters.
Assuming that mixed layer freshening below the ice-covered region builds up for a characteristic time scale
associated with the development of oceanic mixed-layer instabilities, Ti, a bulk mixed layer salinity change,
DS, scales as

DS � S0
Ti

_h
Hm

; (6)

where _h is the sea ice melt rate. Taking numerical values S0 � 30; Ti � 106 s, _h � 531027 m s21 (about
30 cm per week during summer season, Gallaher et al., 2016; Perovich et al., 2014), and Hm � 20 m, we
obtain that DS � 0:5. Since the salinity of the ice-covered ocean does not change significantly (because the
sea ice did not melt there yet), DS can be considered as a bulk horizontal change in mixed layer salinity
across the MIZ. Glider observations in the Beaufort MIZ exhibit salinity differences of DS � 2 across an �
100 km front (Lee et al., 2016) that are qualitatively consistent with DS. The large salinity difference from the
glider measurements implies that an accumulation of freshwater by continuous sea ice melt may have
occurred.

Mixed layer depth and salinity gradients depend on the history of atmospheric winds and sea ice melting
rates, which we do not simulate in the idealized model here. Therefore, we explore these effects by initializ-
ing a front with a range of parameters. For a control simulation, we use the following frontal parameters:
Hm 5 25 m, Hd 5 35 m, DS51:2 (corresponding to about 1 m of sea ice melt), Lf 5 5 km, and the bulk hori-
zontal temperature difference DT52 K (Figures 2c and 2d show the control run MIZ configuration). Relevant
nondimensional parameters and sensitivity experiments are described in section 7.

3. Eddy Generation in the MIZ

The horizontal buoyancy gradient corresponds to an oceanic APE reservoir that can be efficiently trans-
formed into eddy kinetic energy through different types of ocean instabilities. In the absence of winds, sea
ice thickness and concentration are redistributed by the ice-ocean stress. We now proceed to describe the
evolution of the emerging oceanic instabilities and their interactions with the mobile sea ice.

Within a few inertial periods, a fluctuating geostrophic current develops within the MIZ which starts shed-
ding eddies on a time scale of several days to a week (Figure 3). The horizontal scale of these submesoscale
eddies is 5–10 km, and their radial velocities can reach up to 0.5 m s21 corresponding to a Rossby number
Ro5n=f � 1 (the ratio of vertical relative vorticity to the Coriolis frequency, Figure 4). The instability mecha-
nism is consistent with the one described in detail in Manucharyan and Timmermans (2013). The outcrop-
ping surface front has high potential vorticity (PV) near the surface and a relatively low potential vorticity
below it. These cross-frontal gradients in potential vorticity result in a formation of dipole pairs consisting of
surface cyclones and subsurface anticyclones. Subsurface anticyclones, associated with low PV, are sub-
ducted into the ice-covered region and are coupled to more intense surface cyclones, associated with high
PV originating from the outcrop location. These baroclinic dipoles, also known as hetons (Hogg & Stommel,
1985), result from baroclinic instability and have the ability to self-propagate by advecting each other’s PV
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anomalies. Manucharyan and Timmermans (2013) discuss how the kinematic trajectories of these dipoles
are curved due to an asymmetry in the strength of PV anomalies (surface cyclones are typically much stron-
ger than the anticyclones). The relatively small radius of their semicircular trajectories is a major limiting fac-
tor for the cross-frontal dispersion of PV and other tracers, including the sea ice itself.

After about 10 days, the submesoscale eddies are fully energized, and the MIZ evolves into a fully nonlinear
phase, where eddy interactions result in a cascade to larger scales with eddy size increasing from several to
tens of kilometers (Figure 3). After the spin up, the width of the baroclinic zone becomes more consistent
with the in situ observations in the Beaufort Gyre that typically show lateral gradients extending over

Figure 3. The evolution of MIZ instabilities as simulated by the model for the control run described in section 2.3 and
shown in Figure 2. Surface distribution of the effective sea thickness (i.e., thickness times concentration) is plotted in gray
scale; black area denotes the ice-free ocean. Contours show mixed layer ocean vorticity of magnitude 0:2 f ; red for
cyclonic and blue for anticyclonic correspondingly. Figures 3a–3d correspond to model snapshots taken at days 4, 7, 9,
and 11. Green-dashed line in plot (c) denotes the location of a transect that is plotted in Figure 4.
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distances of 50–100 km, as well as with satellite-based Arctic MIZ
width estimates of about 50–150 km (Strong & Rigor, 2013).

Regions of thin sea ice have relatively small inertia, such that the sur-
face stress induced by the underlying circulation is sufficient to gener-
ate sea ice motion. As a result, patterns in the effective sea ice
thickness reflect the eddying ocean currents. However, the sea ice
does not behave as a passive surface tracer. Instead, the sea ice equa-
tions of motions allow for deviations between the ice and surface
ocean velocities (1). As discussed below, this behavior partially
explains why the sea ice concentrates predominantly in cyclones and
persists for as long as the underlying ocean eddy. This sea ice trapping
in ocean eddies is an essential process that allows the sea ice to be
transferred across the MIZ and leads to conditions favorable for its
melting.

4. Dynamics of Ice-Covered Eddies and Filaments

4.1. Constraints on the Relative Sea Ice Motion
All terms in the sea ice momentum equation (1) are directly propor-
tional to the ice volume m except for the stress s, which is only pro-
portional to its concentration c. In the absence of atmospheric wind
stress, this implies that for a thin and loosely packed ice (i.e., with
small m), typical for the MIZ, the velocity fields of the ice, and the sur-
face ocean must nearly match to achieve a relatively low surface stress
s. Significant deviations between the ice and surface ocean velocities
result in high ocean stress. For sufficiently thin ice, the inertial term
(m@ui=@t) will accelerate the sea ice to reduce s until other forces,
mainly the Coriolis and the rheology, are of comparable magnitude.

After the short-term inertial adjustment, i.e., when the sea ice is in a semi-balanced state with the ocean
stress, constraints on the discrepancy between the ocean and sea ice motions can be inferred from the fol-
lowing scaling argument. The surface ocean currents are assumed to be in near geostrophic balance 2f k3

uo � r/0 and /0 is the pressure divided by a reference density q0. The Coriolis force is related to the rela-
tive sea ice speed and must be balanced by the surface stress

2f ðui2uoÞ � m21s � h21Cdðuo2uiÞ2: (7)

Using this balance provides a scaling estimate for the relative sea ice velocity, Du5ui2uo, as

Du
u0
� h

Rd Ro Cd
; (8)

where the Rossby number Ro � uoR21
d f 21. Taking typical values for f 51024 s21, h 5 2 m, Rd � 5 km,

Ro 5 0.5, and Cd55:631023, the nondimensional number in equation (8) is relatively small Du=u0 � 0:14
and decreases for higher drag coefficients or thinner sea ice. The numerical simulations confirm that the rel-
ative sea ice velocity and vorticity are indeed small compared to typical velocity and vorticity scales associ-
ated with the submesoscale eddies (see Figures 5a and 5b). Because this parameter remains relatively low,
the ice responds strongly to the underlying small-scale ocean currents with Ro � Oð1Þ.

The sea ice momentum balance becomes more complicated when substantial atmospheric wind stress can
effectively decouple the ocean eddies from the overlying sea ice. As a result, the scaling developed for ice-
ocean coupling over submesoscale eddies (8) does not hold. Nonetheless, the variability in atmospheric
winds occurs on much larger spatial scales compared to that of ocean eddies, and hence the winds do not
provide a strong vorticity source for the sea ice leading to its large-scale relatively irrotational motion.
Since the sea ice momentum builds up on inertial time scales, the vorticity impact from individual ocean
eddies is weakened for drifting sea ice. Instead, sea ice vorticity would reflect an average ocean forcing
(with contributions from both cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies) over a length scale that sea ice moves

Figure 4. Vertical structure of an ice-covered cyclone taken on model day 11
along the transect shown in Figure 3c with the dashed green line. (a) Effective sea
ice thickness (volume per unit area) shown with blue curve (left y axis) and the
ocean relative vorticity normalized by f (red curve, right y axis). Note that the sea
ice is concentrated over the cyclone. (b) Eddy velocity (perturbation from along-
front mean current) along the transect shown with colors (units m s21,
positive is directed out of the page). Isohalines are plotted with black contour lines
at 0.125 intervals.
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within an inertial time scale. Thus, the vorticity input from a particular ocean eddy can be efficiently trans-
ferred if the sea ice translates at a speed slower than Leddy T21 � 0.2 m s21, where Leddy � 10 km is the
eddy length scale and T � 43104 s is the inertial time scale (half a day for the poles). Incidentally, charac-
teristic sea ice drift speed in the Arctic Ocean is also of the same order of magnitude (Park & Stewart,
2016), implying that the vorticity input from ocean eddies might be significant even in the presence of
average winds. We note, however, that the discussed vorticity input applies only to a fraction of the Arctic
sea ice for which rheology effects are relatively small, e.g., for low concentration and highly fractured sea
ice commonly observed in MIZs.

4.2. Cyclone-Anticyclone Asymmetry in Sea Ice Cover
In addition to an asymmetry between ocean cyclones and anticyclones arising in ice-free conditions (Manu-
charyan & Timmermans, 2013), the numerical simulations show that sea ice accumulates preferentially in

Figure 5. Sea ice-ocean state at model day 11 showing the preferential accumulation of sea ice in cyclonic filaments and
eddies and the associated internal sea ice stresses that counteract the accumulation. (a) Surface ocean vorticity normal-
ized by the Coriolis parameter f (colors) and effective sea ice thickness (contour lines of 0.25 and 1.25 m). Strong cyclonic
eddies with Rossby numbers �Oð1Þ trap the sea ice, whereas anticyclonic eddies repel the sea ice. (b) Difference between
the sea ice vorticity and the ocean vorticity normalized by f (colors). Note, a dramatic reduction in color bar scale com-
pared to plot (a) implies a small (but important) difference between sea ice and ocean currents, consistent with a nondi-
mensional coupling parameter (8). (c) Vertical velocity field (colors) at a depth of 25 m where it is usually maximized. The
divergence of the internal sea ice stress tensorrr is shown in vectors (largest arrow size corresponds to a magnitude of
0.045 N m22).
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cyclonic eddies (Figures 3 and 4a). Because sea ice is a buoyant tracer trapped at the surface, its distribution is
directly affected by surface ocean divergence. The dominant regions of convergence are the cyclonic submeso-
scale ocean filaments which trap the sea ice (Figures 5a and 7b). The scale of vertical flow in these filaments is
consistent with the confluence-driven frontogenesis theory (Hoskins et al., 1978; Lapeyre & Klein, 2006) reaching
magnitudes of about 10 m d21 (Figure 5c). However, in cyclonic eddies, the confluence-driven downwelling is
not colocated with the sea ice (Figure 5c) and the frictional sea ice stresses play a key role in its accumulation.

The behavior is related to the dynamical response of the sea ice that amplifies the existing asymmetry in
eddies. Near centers of energetic cyclones, the sea ice vorticity is slightly weaker than the ocean eddy vorticity
producing an Ekman spin-down; near its edges, the sea ice stress acts to accelerate the ocean (Figure 5b). Sur-
face ocean convergence (rh uo52@w=@z) consists of two types of ageostrophic circulations: confluence-
driven frontogenesis (Hoskins et al., 1978) and frictional Ekman boundary layers (Ekman, 1905). We can esti-
mate the relative contribution of Ekman transport to surface convergence as 2@wEk=@z � curlðsq21f 21Þ=Dz1,
where Dz152 m is the depth of the top ocean grid box (note, the model does not resolve the turbulent
Ekman spiral and most of the Ekman transport occurs in the top grid box). In cyclonic eddies, the ice-stress-
driven Ekman pumping is the dominant process that generates surface ocean convergence, while the remain-
ing confluence-driven convergence is maximized outside the sea ice (Figure 6). On the other hand, in fila-
ments, frontogenesis-induced convergence dominates Ekman pumping (not shown).

The sea ice resists this accumulation tendency in cyclonic eddies and filaments via internal stresses associated
with the interactions between individual ice floes (shown schematically in Figure 7). As a result, a quasi-steady
elevated sea ice mass distribution can be reached. The opposite occurs over anticyclones resulting in divergent
Ekman transport, but with a key difference. In this case, the advection of sea ice is not arrested by internal
stresses; the sea ice is free to leave the boundary of the eddy. As a result, anticyclonic eddies and filaments
exhibit a reduced (or nearly absent) sea ice concentration. There are further feedbacks. Because the mass of
sea ice in anticyclones is reduced, the sea ice and ocean velocities will be more closely matched, as suggested
by the scaling in (8), and the surface stress will be reduced. This reduction in the ice-ocean stress provides a
negative feedback that stabilizes the sea ice concentration in anticyclones and reduces the Ekman divergence.
In contrast, for cyclones that have a relatively high sea ice thickness and concentration, the ocean stresses can
be larger, thus supporting a stronger Ekman circulation and a greater downwelling in the center of an eddy.

Although the discrepancy between the ocean and sea ice velocities tends to be small, this nonlinear ice rhe-
ology produces a dramatic asymmetry between the sea ice cover over cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies.
Quantifying the extent of this asymmetry in nature would ideally require simultaneous observations of sea
ice concentration and ocean vorticity, although signatures of cyclone-anticyclone asymmetry can also be
seen from satellite images. For example, common features of rotating turbulence are self-propagating

Figure 6. Contribution of the Ekman pumping to the sea ice accumulation in a typical cyclonic eddy demonstrated for the eddy located around (40–20 km) in Figure
5. (a) Horizontal divergence of surface ocean currents (rhuo). (b) Contribution to the divergence from the Ekman pumping (2dwEk=dz), and (c) the remaining contri-
bution (rhuo1dwEk=dz) associated with the confluence-driven vertical velocities and internal gravity waves. All plots share the same color bar shown in plot (b). The
sea ice volume is shown in black contours (0.25 and 1.25 m), while arrows in plot (b) represent the divergence of the sea ice stress tensor, same as in Figure 5.
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dipoles (cyclone-anticyclone pairs) which have a wake pointing away from its propagation direction. Several
features resembling the ice-covered dipoles can be seen in Labrador current images (Figure 1b), with cyclo-
nes having high sea ice concentrations and anticyclones having significantly less (or almost no) sea ice.

Critically, the sea ice rheology and the existence of ice-ocean stress fundamentally changes the behavior of
sea ice from that of a passive buoyant tracer. Unlike a passive tracer, sea ice induces an Ekman transport
such that its concentration does not purely depend on advection. This property is not qualitatively sensitive
to specific rheological parameters of the sea ice as long as these forces remain relatively small compared to
ocean-ice stresses. However, the rheology does become important inside cyclonic eddies and filaments that
squeeze the sea ice to a finite concentration and thickness. Without the rheology, sea ice would concentrate
to very small regions in points of maximum surface convergence.

5. Eddy-Induced Vertical Velocities and Heat Fluxes

In addition to the heat stored in Atlantic water masses below the Arctic halocline, waters just below the
near-freezing ice-covered mixed layer are typically a few degrees warmer (see Figure 1d, ITP 77 temperature
data). Stable stratification at the base of the mixed layer traps this subsurface heat and limits thermody-
namic interactions with the sea ice. However, an energetic submesoscale field is characterized by the inten-
sification of vertical velocities due to both a breakdown of geostrophic balance and various instabilities
(Fox-Kemper et al., 2008; Taylor & Ferrari, 2010; Thomas et al., 2008). These intensified vertical velocities can
advect subsurface waters into the mixed layer where diabatic mixing can bring this heat into contact with
the sea ice. Since the sea ice melt rate is very sensitive to ocean heat fluxes, it is important to understand
whether the submesoscale eddies in the MIZ are energetic enough to upwell these deeper waters.

5.1. Vertical Velocities in MIZs
As mixed layer instabilities develop, the vertical velocities in localized filaments can reach values up to 35 m
d21 (Figure 8a). Vertical velocities of this magnitude are common for submesoscale eddies, and their forma-
tion has been explained in many past studies, e.g., Boccaletti et al. (2007); Thomas et al. (2008). The vertical
velocity field is asymmetric, being biased toward intense and compact downwelling in the core of surface
cyclones with weaker, but broader upwelling regions surrounding them. Since a near-surface downwelling
implies a converging surface ocean flow, the sea ice mass accumulates near these spots of intense

Figure 7. A schematic view of the key mechanisms of sea ice convergence in cyclonic filaments and eddies (Northern
hemisphere is assumed, f> 0). Cyclonic filaments have strongly convergent surface flows, which accumulate and trap the
sea ice. The pressure forces due to the internal sea ice stresses are directed outward to counteract the accumulation. Over
cyclonic eddies, the sea ice vorticity is smaller than the vorticity of the underlying eddy near its center, but it is larger near
the edges. The resulting surface stresses cause surface Ekman convergence (downwelling near center and weak upwelling
at the edges of the eddies). The relative contribution of the ice-stress-driven Ekman pumping compared to the
confluence-driven surface convergence is large in near-symmetric coherent eddies, but small in the filaments. The oppo-
site dynamics occur for anticyclonic eddies and filaments that have diverging surface ocean currents and a reduced sea
ice volume (not shown in the schematic). Note that the ice rheology is negligible in the case of divergence, and hence
cannot counteract the ice loss, resulting in very low sea ice concentrations inside anticyclones.
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downwelling. This is consistent with our previous discussion of the sea ice being preferentially trapped in
cyclonic eddies. The submesoscale instabilities and corresponding vertical velocities become fully devel-
oped over a period of about 5 days, and are focused at the core of the MIZ. The STD of the vertical velocity
in the MIZ peaks at about 15 m d21 and decreases as the simulation continues (Figure 8c). The most intense
vertical velocities occur during the instability development and depend on the initial front characteristics.
However, vertical velocities at later stages are sufficient to displace warm water masses vertically into the
mixed layer over a time scale of a day. Vertical mixing processes occurring within the mixed layer itself
would then heat the near-surface layer and accelerate the sea ice melt. However, depending on the effi-
ciency of the ocean-sea ice heat exchange, only a fraction of the heat brought by eddies into the mixed
layer would eventually be absorbed by the sea ice (see discussions in section 5.2).

Due to nonlinear interactions between the MIZ eddies, an inverse energy cascade causes submesoscale
eddies to become larger in size and more persistent, with the magnitude of both horizontal and vertical
velocities reduced. Thus, at day 10 of the model simulation, the standard deviation of the vertical veloc-
ity field decreases to about 6 m d21 and is spread over the entire sea ice transition area (about 30 km
around the MIZ, Figure 8b). In nature, the process of eddy formation occurs continuously, reinforced by
buoyancy fluxes due to sea ice melting or freezing. Here, the potential energy expends and eddy pro-
duction ceases because there is no buoyancy forcing that can maintain the front; eddies continue to
impact the sea ice distribution and surface heat flux after this time due to eddy memory (Manucharyan
et al., 2017).

5.2. Ocean: Sea Ice Heat Flux
The heat flux, Fb, at the ocean-sea ice interface is typically parameterized in climate models as

Figure 8. Spatial and temporal variability of vertical velocity for the control simulation (see Figure 3). (a) Vertical velocity
at a depth of 12.5 m (in the middle of melt water mixed layer) plotted at model day 4 near the peak of submesoscale
activity. Black contour line shows sea ice edge location. (b) Standard deviation of vertical velocity as a function of cross-
front coordinate plotted for model days 4, 7, and 9. (c) Time series of the peak standard deviation of vertical velocity
showing the development of strong submesoscale activity followed by their inverse cascade toward larger-scale eddies
and weaker vertical velocities. Control simulation plotted in blue. Same configuration but without the sea ice is plotted in
red showing that ocean instabilities evolve largely independent of the sea ice.
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Fb5St�qcpðTs2Tf Þu�; (9)

where cp 5 4180 J kg21 8C21 is the heat capacity of water, q 5 1025 kg m23 is density, St� is the bulk heat
transfer coefficient (referred to as a Stanton number), and u� is a frictional velocity (see a discussion in Tho-
mas, 2016, chapter 5). In this parameterization, u� is the least constrained parameter because it depends on
the energetics of mixed-layer turbulence that is not represented in our idealized model. Observations of the
Arctic sea ice suggest that St� � 631023 and u� takes a range of values 0.001–0.02 m s21 (McPhee, 2008;
McPhee et al., 2003). Since the focus of this study is to emphasize the role of submesoscale motions in redis-
tributing the heat, we assume fixed values of St�5631023 and u�50:005 m s21 (appropriate for MIZ condi-
tions, Gallaher et al., 2016; McPhee, 1992) and infer the corresponding ocean-sea ice heat fluxes from
equation (9). Since we keep the frictional velocity fixed, the ocean-sea ice heat fluxes can only change if the
underlying surface ocean temperatures change. Because we do not model the thermodynamic sea ice melt,
the diagnosed heat fluxes should be considered an upper bound since the stratification created by the
meltwater can suppress the vertical heating.

The spatial distribution of the instantaneous ocean-ice heat flux within the MIZ highlights its dramatic
enhancement over cyclonic eddies and filaments (Figure 9). The strong downwelling at the core of the
cyclones converges warm ice-free surface waters laterally underneath the sea ice and results in modeled
heat fluxes of up to �100 W m22. Zonally-averaged ocean heat fluxes within the MIZ are of the order of 10
W m22, substantially weaker because of the relatively small fractional area occupied by cyclonic eddies.
MIZs with sea ice located over the fresher mixed layer exhibit more cyclonic filaments with enhanced heat-
ing of sea ice (compare the two plots in Figure 9). The lack of thermodynamic sea ice melt and of the associ-
ated mixed layer restratification allows these large ocean heat fluxes to persist. A 100 W m22 heat flux can
melt 2 m of sea ice in about a week, a time scale comparable to the development of submesoscale instabil-
ities. This implies that intermittent submesoscale heating and the advection of sea ice into the open ocean
may affect the seasonal MIZ evolution. However, quantifying the cumulative eddy effects at such long-time

Figure 9. Distribution of the ocean-sea ice heat fluxes (9) at model day 11 for the two MIZ configurations shown in Figure
2. (a) The control simulation with the sea ice located over the saltier mixed layer (Figures 2c and 2d; corresponding snap-
shot of the sea ice distribution shown in Figure 3d). (b) The MIZ with the sea ice over the fresher mixed layer (Figures 2a
and 2b). The green curves correspond to near-freezing temperatures; the white regions at the open ocean side are ice
free (effective thickness less than 0.05 m).
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scales requires an understanding of their interactions with winds and sea ice thermodynamics that energize
the submesoscale variability in the first place.

6. Sea Ice Advection and MIZ Widening by Submesoscale Eddies

In the absence of wind forcing, sea ice velocities within the MIZ closely follow surface ocean currents.
Therefore, sea ice that is predominantly trapped in cyclonic eddies can propagate with these eddies. As
a result, a relatively narrow MIZ, as was initialized in our numerical simulations, is continuously expand-
ing (Figure 10). As the instabilities develop and eddies grow in size, the sea ice edge (defined as a thick-
ness of 0.05 m) and a surface freezing line (Tocn � Tf ) extend in the cross-front direction (Figure 10 green
and black curves). The location of the freezing line is co-located with the extent of sea ice covered
eddies (Figure 9) and hence we define the horizontal width of the MIZ, L, as a distance between the
freezing line and ice edge. Frontal widening by eddies can be quantified with an effective frontal diffu-
sivity (Taylor, 1922) as

Kfront5
1
4

dL2

dt
� Oð200 m2s21Þ; (10)

considering frontal expansion from 10 to 30 km in about 10 days (Figure 10). While submesoscale vertical
velocities peak within the first several days (Figure 8c), frontal widening is most rapid and diffusivities are
largest at later stages of instability development when the eddies have grown. The increase in width contin-
ues until lateral gradients in mixed layer buoyancy disappear or become too weak to generate eddies. Note
that the estimated submesoscale diffusivity is similar than the mesoscale eddy diffusivity of 300 6200 m2

s21 in the Beaufort Gyre halocline (Manucharyan et al., 2016). While their characteristics and formation
mechanisms are different (mesoscale eddies being larger and deeper but much less energetic than subme-
soscales), the two types of eddies are similar in that they constrain APE accumulation via lateral freshwater
transport (Manucharyan & Spall, 2016).

The advection of sea ice by submesoscale eddies is toward the warmer ice-free waters where it can efficiently
melt (Figure 10a). At the same time, there is a transport of warmer waters into the MIZ that further facilitates
melting (Figure 10b). Sea ice tongues are evident both from the simulations (Figure 3) and the observed struc-
tures (Figure 1). The main sea ice advection mechanism in these simulations is caused by the self-propagation
of the oceanic dipole pairs. Since the sea ice is trapped for some time in the ocean eddies, it is propagating
perpendicular to the ice concentration gradient. The surface ocean diffusivity will also produce a lateral heat

Figure 10. Hovm€oller diagrams for zonally-averaged eddy flux of (a) the effective sea ice thickness, Fice (section 6) and
(b) horizontal temperature flux in the mixed layer. Negative sea ice thickness and positive temperature fluxes imply a
downgradient eddy tracer transport. The green curve denotes the time evolution of the location of zonally-averaged
near-freezing surface ocean temperatures; see Figure 9 green curve for an example of its spatial distribution. The dashed
black curve denotes the time evolution of the boundary between sea ice and the ice-free ocean; this corresponds to an
effective sea ice thickness of 0.05 m. Ocean heat fluxes occur in the expanding MIZ region that is located between the
green and the black curves.
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transport across the MIZ (Figure 10b). As a result, a portion of the warmer waters from the ice-free ocean pen-
etrates laterally into mixed layer under the sea ice covered regions contributing to melting.

Within the MIZ, the eddy flux of sea ice mass can be defined as Fice5v0i m0 , where perturbations and averag-
ing are with respect to zonal coordinate and ice mass m5h c. The flux is downgradient, i.e., thicker sea ice is
being transferred toward the open ocean (Figure 10). The process of sea ice dispersion by eddies can also
be characterized via an effective horizontal ice thickness diffusivity,

Kice52
<v0i m0 >

my
� Oð200 m2s21Þ; (11)

using an ice flux of Fice 5 20.007 m2 s21, the MIZ width of 30 km, and the bulk difference of ice mass of 1 m.
The sea ice diffusivity is similar to the frontal diffusivity, which is expected because of the high correlation
between the sea ice mass distribution and surface ocean eddies. Note that this strong correlation holds only
within the MIZ at relatively low wind conditions and is not expected to occur in thicker, highly-packed sea ice.

The sea ice diffusion acts on a time scale comparable to thermodynamic growth/melt associated with oce-
anic and atmospheric heating. The climate models that do not resolve submesoscale eddies and only
parameterize their effects in the oceanic mixed layer via restratification (Fox-Kemper et al., 2008) are missing
the sea ice dispersion that occurs in correlation with ocean heat fluxes within the MIZ (i.e., high heat fluxes
are over regions where sea ice mass is concentrated). While submesoscale eddy activity is amplified within
the MIZ, it is expected to be significantly damped in heavily packed and relatively immobile sea ice that
dampens submesoscale surface flows.

7. Sensitivity to Frontal Parameters

7.1. Relevant Nondimensional Parameters
The ice-ocean coupling is described by the nondimensional parameter h=ðRd Ro CdÞ (8) that can be used to
determine regions in the ocean where the dynamics discussed here are relevant. Within a certain vicinity of
MIZ, this parameter has to become sufficiently small (due to small sea ice thickness h near the open ocean)
to guarantee strong ice-ocean coupling. The lateral extent of this region is determined by the energetics of
submesoscale ocean variability, sea ice thickness distribution, and ocean-sea ice drag coefficient, all of
which can vary significantly (L€upkes et al., 2013; Tsamados et al., 2014).

At low concentrations, the sea ice that is strongly strained by the submesoscale eddy field is expected to
have a relatively weak contribution from sea ice rheology compared to ocean-ice (or atmosphere-ice)
stresses (i.e., rr� s). However, we note that the appropriate range of sea ice concentration and thick-
nesses that correspond to this weak stress regime would depend on the choice of parameters in the VP
model. We will explore this sensitivity in a follow-up study.

The salinity (or density) gradient across the mixed layer provides a reservoir of available potential energy
that supports the ocean instabilities and the formation of energetic submesoscale eddies. Manucharyan
and Timmermans (2013) considered the evolution of similar outcropping ocean fronts, in an ice-free ocean,
and describe the statistical properties of the eddies using two key parameters, the Rossby and Burger num-
bers. The frontal Rossby Rof and the Burger number Buf can be defined in terms of the idealized frontal con-
figuration parameters Hm, Hd, and the reduced gravity g05gDq=q0:

Rof 5
g0Hm

f 2L2
f

; Buf 5
g0Hd

f 2L2
f

: (12)

The Rossby number measures the relative magnitude of the relative vorticity and the Coriolis parameter f
and reflects the importance of geostrophic balance. The Burger number quantifies the width of the front
with respect to the Rossby deformation radius Rd �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g0Hd
p

=f � Oð5kmÞ. Note that this radius is associated
with the mixed layer frontal dynamics and is different from the values commonly calculated using halocline
stratification below the mixed layer (e.g., Nurser & Bacon, 2014).

Manucharyan and Timmermans (2013) explored the dependence of ice-free frontal dispersion on the
Rossby number (12). In this case, characteristic eddy velocities are directly proportional to the Rossby num-
ber (or geostrophic frontal velocity). Thus, the eddy-driven MIZ expansion speed is directly proportional to
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the buoyancy gradient �by . In turn, the eddy diffusivity is proportional to a square of this gradient since
K � dL2=dt. As a result, it is clear that the eddy diffusivity should increase with mixed layer depth and hori-
zontal buoyancy gradient as Ug � Hm by . Below we emphasize the sensitivity of MIZ fronts to one of the key
uncertain parameters, the mixed layer depth Hm on the fresh side of the front (see Figure 2).

7.2. Sensitivity to Mixed Layer Depth
The depth of melt-water layer, Hm, depends on the intensity of mixed layer turbulence and is expected to
be smaller than Hd because of the suppressing effect of stratification on mixing (Ivey & Imberger, 1991;
Kaneda & Ishida, 2000; Manucharyan & Caulfield, 2015). Thus, we fix Hd 5 35 m and keep constant the sea
ice melt Dh51 m resulting in a varying DS5S0DhH21

m . Note, that varying Hm with fixed Dh implies a con-
stant Rossby number, i.e., all fronts would have the same initial magnitude of the surface geostrophic cur-
rent. However, the available potential energy stored in melt-water fronts (for a fixed Dh) is directly
proportional to Hm. Thus, deeper mixed layers (corresponding to smaller Burger numbers) store larger
amounts of potential energy and hence can lead to more energetic ocean variability and ocean heat fluxes.
Consequently, there is a strong dependence of the MIZ width and vertical velocity statistics on Hm (Figure
11). Shallow fronts (Hm <� 10 m) take significantly longer to form eddies, and hence their dynamics are
likely to be dominated by atmospheric winds and heat fluxes that can change significantly on weekly time
scales. On weekly time scales, deeper fronts (Hm >� 20 m) can transport sea ice mass over a region of
about 50 km (Figure 11a). Deeper fronts also generate submesoscale variability on time scales of several

days with a variance in vertical velocities order of 10 m d21 (Figure
11b).

Variations in the Burger number (for a fixed Rossby number) affect the
statistical distribution of eddies including the cyclone-anticyclone
asymmetry and the mixing length (Manucharyan & Timmermans,
2013). Surface cyclones dominate in fronts with high Burger numbers
(12) because a small PV difference in the subsurface layer leads to
weak anticyclones. As a result, the dipole pairs propagate via highly
curved trajectories and are inefficient in tracer transport, leading to
slower frontal widening as seen in Figure 11a. Thus, deeper mixed
layers (Hm) lead to more efficient sea ice dispersion and tracer mixing.
Consequently, commonly observed melt-water fronts (about 15–30 m
deep) store sufficiently large amounts of APE to generate energetic
vertical velocities and lateral sea ice dispersion that can expedite the
overlying sea ice melt.

8. Conclusions and Discussion

Oceanic conditions in MIZs are characterized by mixed layer buoyancy
gradients related to the temporal evolution of sea ice melt and
growth. These gradients imply available gravitational potential energy
that the ocean can release via a set of mixed-layer instabilities gener-
ating energetic submesoscale eddies. The surface ocean currents,
reaching velocities up to 0.2 m s21, can efficiently advect thin and
low-concentrated sea ice across a MIZ into the open ocean. The sea
ice is predominantly trapped within cyclonic filaments that have
strong confluence-driven convergent surface flows and in cyclonic
eddies where the frictional Ekman pumping generates convergence.
In contrast, anticyclones repel the sea ice. As the baroclinic ocean
eddies move across the MIZ front, they also induce a downgradient
sea ice transport resulting in a horizontal expansion of the MIZ width.
Within a realistic set of frontal parameters, the effective diffusivity
associated with the downgradient sea ice transport by eddies is
O(200 m2 s21). The submesoscale ocean eddies are fluxing not only

Figure 11. Sensitivity of the meltwater front dynamics to mixed layer depth,
Hm, for a fixed amount of large-scale ice melt, as discussed in section 7.2.
(a) Time evolution of MIZ width (defined as an area between the ice edge and
near freezing surface ocean temperatures as shown in Figure 10). (b) Time evo-
lution of the standard deviation of the frontal vertical velocity in the along-
frontal direction. Inset shows the maximum standard deviation of the frontal
vertical velocity achieved during the simulation, plotted as a function of the
mixed layer depth, Hm. The legend and the colors are consistent between the
plots and the inset.
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the sea ice mass but also mixed layer freshwater and heat across the MIZ resulting in substantial warming
of the ice-covered ocean.

The modeled submesoscale eddies have vertical velocities of the order of 10 m d21 (Figure 11), consistent
with the observational estimates obtained based on isopycnal displacements below the mixed layer in the
ITP 77 (Figure 1d). The vertical velocities can bring nutrients upward into the euphotic zone providing favor-
able conditions for commonly observed ice-edge phytoplankton blooms (Ardyna et al., 2014; Arrigo et al.,
2012; Zhang et al., 2015). As a result of the enhanced lateral and horizontal transports, an additional local-
ized ocean heating of the order of 100 W m22 is available to accelerate the sea ice melt or slow down its
growth in MIZs. Similar magnitude episodic heating by warm core ocean eddies has been observed in West-
ern Arctic MIZ (Gallaher et al., 2016) more than 150 km from the sea ice edge under 75% ice cover. This sug-
gests that perhaps submesoscale ocean eddies and frontal instabilities occur not only at the ice edge,
where they are obvious from sea ice patterns, but eddies may also extend under relatively packed sea ice,
which does not reflect the signature of eddies.

Our idealized model does not include atmospheric winds and sea ice thermodynamics and does not simu-
late the jet formation. Thus, the discussed mechanisms of ice-ocean interactions are most relevant at short-
time scales (days to a few weeks) and spatial scales of the order of 10 km. While large-scale and seasonal
MIZ dynamics are strongly affected by atmospheric winds (Campbell, 1965; Spreen et al., 2011; Steele &
Ermold, 2015; Thorndike & Colony, 1982), we argue that the submesoscale dynamics should be prominent
in MIZs and can substantially affect the atmospherically-driven sea ice dynamical and thermodynamical
response by modulating the sea ice-ocean heat fluxes. Moreover, the nondimensional parameter describing
the extent of ice-ocean coupling (8) indicates that a continuing reduction in the Arctic sea ice thickness due
to global warming will lead to enhanced signature of ocean eddies on sea ice. These coupled submesoscale
ice-ocean interactions are critical processes that are currently not resolved in climate models and thus
require further quantitative theoretical and observational analysis.

Current climate models lack the resolution needed to represent highly localized and intermittent heat
and nutrient fluxes and resort to parameterizations to include their effects. Conventionally, mixed layer
restratification processes are parameterized in a zonal or ensemble mean sense (Fox-Kemper et al., 2008)
by introducing an additional eddy stream function (Andrews & McIntyre, 1976; Gent et al., 1995; Gent &
McWilliams, 1990) that acts to slump isopycnals. However, the resulting stream function produces vertical
velocities that are weaker than those associated with individual eddies. For nonlinear processes such as
sea ice melt, which occurs during positive perturbations in heat fluxes but does not occur during the neg-
ative perturbations, this approach misrepresents the average ice-ocean heat flux. Furthermore, the sea ice
mass transport and accumulation occurs over cyclonic eddies where there are also large heat fluxes. This
correlation implies that sea ice and buoyancy transports in climate models cannot be parameterized as
independent processes. Thus, alternative parameterizations are necessary to incorporate the ocean heat
fluxes appropriately.

Under further global warming and polar amplification, most IPCC models predict trends toward thinner and
less concentrated sea ice, eventually leading to its disappearance. These processes are accompanied by an
increase in the areal extent of the MIZ as well as large seasonal variations in the MIZ’s position. As a result,
the sea ice-ocean coupling at submesoscales should be of increasing significance for a large fraction of the
Arctic Ocean. Our study provides evidence that a misrepresentation of the episodic warming by submeso-
scale eddies in MIZs may limit the accuracy of climate predictions of sea ice characteristics.
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